• secondary emission chamber which was calibrated, in a low intensity beam, against an argon-filled ionization chamber. 
UCRL-9398
The method used to acquire information about the energy spectrum o£ the neutron beam wa.ett_~~.tnd~'X.I)e~putntaU:l'y :the velocity epectrum o£ the protons emerging from the deuterium at the same angle as the neutron beam. '~··.,.,..
:.,t·.;
The results o£ the ~eaeurements are. listed in Table I . The angular dis .. · . . ···t;
.
.. . pro~on scattl!ring at 180-deg in deuterium leaves behind two protons in the final . 5 state and some of these states are forbidden by the exclusion principle .
.. one-pion-exchange pole. The residue of the pole iS given by 2 F · ·
UCRL9398 (1) wru!re T il!l the laboratory-system kinetic energy, 4t is the center-of-mass scattering angie, ~ is the charged pion rest mass and M is the nucleon mass.
lf the neutron-proton erose se~tion f• is multiplied by xl the result is
where E is the total energy of a nucleon and A and B represent the contrl~u :1tions of interm_ediate states other than the one-pion-exchange .. The criteria for the sel~et'lon of the best fit are contained in a pap~r by a .
Cziffra. Table 11 where tp (ti) is to be interpreted as the probability of being· correct if the polyno!Jlial of order n is selected to represent the data. The P (n) reveal an unsatia!actory aituatlon. 1f the data represent a low-order polynomial, then P (n) should peak at a particular n. The indication is that the data do not represent a polynomial of order n ~ S.
The contribution of multiple-meson exchange to the amplitude can be
We assume that this .branch .cut· can be approximated by a simple pole (aa would be the ca·se if-there were a st~ona W•11' resonance)· located at an unknown value Q'·.~. · ·' W..e then define the function u(x) by
.·where a is the value of x at which the pole occurs. ·At X. = 0 the residue • . ' -t~-. . , .,_ !, .
•.' . .
. . correspondins values of P(n).
--·.·:
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